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ON QUADRATIC PERIODIC POINTS OF QUADRATIC
POLYNOMIALS
ZHIMING WANG AND ROBIN ZHANG
Abstract. Bounding the number of preperiodic points of quadratic polyno-
mials with rational coefficients is one case of the Uniform Boundedness Con-
jecture in arithmetic dynamics. Here, we provide a general framework that
may reduce finding periodic points of such polynomials over Galois extensions
of Q to finding periodic points over the rationals. Furthermore, we present
evidence that there are no such polynomials (up to linear conjugation) with
periodic points of exact period 5 in quadratic fields by searching for points on
an algebraic curve that classifies quadratic periodic points of exact period 5
and suggesting the application of the method of Chabauty and Coleman for
further progress.
1. Introduction
The principal goal of the study of a discrete dynamical system is to classify
points of a set according to their orbits under a self-map. Finite orbits, i.e. orbits
of period points and preperiodic points1 , are of particular interest for obvious
reasons. In the field of arithmetic dynamics, it is natural to further impose number
theoretic conditions on the periodic or preperiodic points, e.g., that the points be
rational, or be in a certain number field. One profound problem in this field—
the Uniform Boundedness Conjecture—follows this line of thought and generalizes
Merel’s Theorem on torsion points of elliptic curves. The Uniform Boundedness
Conjecture in arithmetic dynamics posits that the number of preperiodic points of
a rational morphism over a number field is not only finite (Northcott, 1950 [10]),
but can be bounded by a number depending only on a few general parameters. The
precise statement is as follows.
Conjecture 1.1 (Morton-Silverman, 1994 [9]). Fix integers d ≥ 2, n ≥ 1, and
D ≥ 1. There is a constant C(d, n,D) such that for all number fields K/Q of
degree at most D and all morphisms φ : Pn → Pn of degree d defined over K, the
number of preperiodic points of φ over Pn(K) is bounded above by C(d, n,D).
Little progress has been made on this conjecture. In fact, even the simplest case
(d, n,D) = (2, 1, 1), i.e., the problem of bounding the number of rational preperiodic
points of quadratic rational morphisms, still awaits treatment. In this paper, we
will loosely stick to the case (d, n,D) = (2, 1, 2), and further specialize to quadratic
polynomials with rational coefficients. Note that linear conjugation on φ does not
affect the size of orbits, so all such polynomials can be put into the standard form
φ(z) = z2 + c, where c is rational.
Date: July 22, 2018.
1For a discrete dynamical system consisting of a set S and a self-map φ : S → S, a point α ∈ S
is called a preperiodic point if φm+n(α) = φm(α) for some m ≥ 0 and n ≥ 1.
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After the completion of this project it was brought to our attention that Hutz
and Ingram [5] investigated the (d, n,D) = (2, 1, 2) case and provide further strong
computational evidence for 1.4 from the different perspective of dealing with all N
for various rational values of c as opposed to our approach of various values of N
for all rational c. Doyle, Faber, and Krumm [2] also produced related results in
this case from considerations of the finite directed graphs of K-rational preperiodic
points for quadratic number fields K. Also, Morton and Patel [8] provide different
considerations of the general connections between Galois theory and periodic points
which are related to our results in Section 2.
Before presenting our main results, we introduce some notations and definitions.
1.1. Notations and definitions. Let φ(z) = z2+ c where c is rational (from this
point onward, all polynomial coefficients are rational unless otherwise specified).
Let φN denote the N -th iteration of φ. If a number z in some number field satisfies
φN (z) = z, then z is called a periodic point of φ of period N , and its orbit
(z, φ(z), φ2(z), . . . , φN−1(z))
is called an N -cycle of φ. The trace of the N -cycle is defined to be the sum of all
its elements. Furthermore, if φ(z), . . . , φN−1(z) are all distinct from z, then the
orbit is called an exact N -cycle, and z is called a periodic point of exact period N .
For convenience, we will frequently refer to periodic points of exact periodic N as
N -periodic points.
In this paper, instead of considering periodic points in any single quadratic
number field, we will consider the total number of periodic points in all quadratic
number fields. For this purpose, we introduce the notation Qquad for the union of
all quadratic number fields. Formally,
Qquad :=
{
α ∈ Q : p(α) = 0 for some p(x) ∈ Q[x] of degree 2} .
With this notation, we can now state our main results.
1.2. Main results. We would like to classify all N -periodic points of quadratic
polynomials φc(z) = z
2 + c in Qquad. Note however that for any given c, all N -
periodic points of φc must be roots of the polynomial φ
N
c (z) − z = 0 in z, so it
suffices to classify all rational values of c such that φc has an N -periodic point in
Qquad. This will be the subject of this paper.
The following theorem and the conjecture derived from it reveal certain connec-
tions between different elements of an N -cycle, and in some cases impose strong
restrictions on the trace of the cycle that help pin down the N -periodic points.
Galois action will permute periodic points because they are roots of a dynatomic
polynomial with rational coefficients, but it is not obvious whether points in the
same cycle will be Galois conjugates.
Theorem 1.2. Let N ∈ N∗, c ∈ Q, φc(z) = z2 + c, and K be a Galois extension
of Q with degree d = [K : Q]. Let (z0, . . . , zN−1) be an exact N -cycle of φc, where
zj ∈ K and φc(zj) = zj+1 for all j ∈ Z/NZ. Let g = gcd(N, d). Then exactly one
of the following holds:
(i) zm·N
g
= τ(z0) for some m ∈ Z/gZ and some nontrivial τ ∈ Gal(K/Q);
(ii) {z0, . . . , zN−1} ∩ {τ(z0), . . . , τ(zN−1)} = ∅ for all nontrivial τ ∈ Gal(K/Q).
We have good reasons to believe that the second case never occurs, hence we
propose the following conjecture.
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Conjecture 1.3. Let N ∈ N∗, c ∈ Q, φc(z) = z2+ c, and K be a Galois extension
of Q with degree d = [K : Q]. Let (z0, . . . , zN−1) be an exact N -cycle of φc, where
zj ∈ K and φc(zj) = zj+1 for all j ∈ Z/NZ. Let g = gcd(N, d). Then there is some
m ∈ Z/gZ and some nontrivial τ ∈ Gal(K/Q) such that zm·N
g
= τ(z0).
In the d = 2 case, i.e., the quadratic case that we are mostly concerned about in
this paper, Conjecture 1.3 reduces finding quadratic N -periodic points to finding
rational points on certain algebraic curves, as we will see in Section 4. In particular,
in the period 5 case, it implies the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.4. There are no rational values c such that φc(z) = z
2 + c has a
5-periodic point in Qquad.
Conjecture 1.4 is also supported by the following well-known consequence of
Faltings’s Theorem since due to the high genus of corresponding algebraic curves
C1(5) and C0(5) as described by Flynn, Poonen, and Schaefer [3]. Furthermore,
recent work by Hutz and Ingram [5] and Doyle, Faber, and Krumm [2] also provide
discussions of Conjecture 1.4.
Proposition 1.5. There are finitely many rational values c such that φc(z) = z
2+c
has a 5-periodic point in Qquad.
In Section 5, we study a genus 11 curve with rational points corresponding to
rational c and corresponding 5-cycles in Qquad. We present computational evidence
towards Conjecture 1.4 in a search for rational points on a corresponding algebraic
curve. Perhaps through a clever application of Coleman and Chabauty’s methods,
one may prove that the points that we have found are all such points and thus
obtain a proof of Conjecture 1.4.
Throughout this paper, we will perform the necessary calculations in Mathe-
matica (version 9.0.1.0) or Sage (version 6.2). All computational programs can be
found in our source code repository [16]. The repository also contains additional
programs that provide computational evidence for our conjectures, including one
C++ program using the FLINT library [4].
2. Periodic points in Galois number fields
The main objects of study in this paper are the periodic points of quadratic
polynomials in quadratic extensions of Q. It is easy to see that these quadratic
extensions are automatically Galois over Q. The property of being Galois alone
leads to an interesting result for Galois extensions of general degrees, following the
observation that polynomial maps (with rational coefficients) commute with Galois
conjugations.
Theorem 2.1 (Restatement of Theorem 1.2). Let N ∈ N∗, c ∈ Q, φc(z) = z2 + c,
and K be a Galois extension of Q with degree d = [K : Q]. Let (z0, . . . , zN−1) be
an exact N -cycle of φc, where zj ∈ K and φc(zj) = zj+1 for all j ∈ Z/NZ. Let
g = gcd(N, d). Then exactly one of the following holds:
(i) zm·N
g
= τ(z0) for some m ∈ Z/gZ and some nontrivial τ ∈ Gal(K/Q);
(ii) {z0, . . . , zN−1} ∩ {τ(z0), . . . , τ(zN−1)} = ∅ for all nontrivial τ ∈ Gal(K/Q).
Proof. First note that (i) and (ii) cannot be simultaneously true. In fact, if (i) is
true, i.e., zm·N
g
= τ(z0) for some m and nontrivial τ ∈ Gal(K/Q), then zm·N
g
∈
{z0, . . . , zN−1} ∩ {τ(z0), . . . , τ(zN−1)}, so (ii) is false.
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If (ii) is true, then we are done. Otherwise, (ii) is false, so we have some nontrivial
τ ∈ Gal(K/Q) such that zk = τ(zj) for some j, k ∈ Z/NZ. Note that τ commutes
with φc (the polynomial φc is defined over Q, and τ is a field automorphism fixing
the base field Q), so we may assume j = 0; otherwise, without loss of generality
j ≤ N , then τ(z0) = τ(zN ) = τ(φN−jc (zj)) = φN−jc (τ(zj)) = φN−jc (zk) = zN+k−j ,
so we may set j to 0 and k to N + k− j. Assuming j = 0, we have τ(z0) = zk; this,
together with the fact that τ commutes with φc, implies that τ ≡ φkc on the entire
cycle (z0, . . . , zN−1).
Now recall thatK is Galois, so the order of the Galois group Gal(K/Q) is exactly
[K : Q] = d. Therefore, by Lagrange’s theorem, τd = id, and hence
z0 = τ
d(z0) = (φ
k
c )
d(z0) = zkd.
Let r be the remainder of kd modulo N . If r is nonzero, then (z0, . . . , zr−1) forms
a cycle of φc with length r < N , violating the assumption that (z0, . . . , zN−1) is an
exact N -cycle. Therefore, r = 0, i.e., N divides kd. Consequently, k is a multiple
of Ngcd(N,d) =
N
g , whence we have some m ∈ Z/gZ such that k = m · Ng . Recall that
τ(z0) = zk, so (i) is true, and we are done. 
In fact, we have reasons to believe that the second case never occurs in general.
For instance, Panraksa [11] proved a specific version of our theorem for N = 4, d =
2, and showed that {z0, z1, z2, z3} ∩ {z0, z1, z2, z3} 6= ∅, hence rejecting the second
case (for d = 2, the only nontrivial element of Gal(K/Q) is usual conjugation).
Furthermore, all of the examples currently known to us (the 5-cycles described by
Flynn, Poonen, and Schaefer [3], and the 6-cycles described by Stoll [14]) fall into
the first case. Our computational efforts also seem to favor this claim. Therefore,
we propose the following conjecture.
Conjecture 2.2 (Restatement of Conjecture 1.3). Let N ∈ N∗, c ∈ Q, φc(z) =
z2+c, andK be a Galois extension of Q with degree d = [K : Q]. Let (z0, . . . , zN−1)
be an exact N -cycle of φc, where zj ∈ K and φc(zj) = zj+1 for all j ∈ Z/NZ. Let
g = gcd(N, d). Then there is some m ∈ Z/gZ and some nontrivial τ ∈ Gal(K/Q)
such that zm·N
g
= τ(z0).
Implications of this conjecture will be deferred to Section 4, after we set up the
necessary geometric model.
3. Geometric model
In this section we characterize the N -periodic points of rational functions by
geometrically irreducible algebraic curves using a well- known model. After re-
establishing the geometric model, we may apply machinery and previous results
from algebraic geometry to study these periodic points, which are otherwise alge-
braic objects. (Note that Theorem 2.1 is a purely algebraic result.)
Let φc(z) = z
2 + c, then all d-periodic points of φc, where d | N , satisfy the
polynomial equation
φNc (z)− z = 0.
By the Mo¨bius inversion formula, we have
φNc (z)− z =
∏
d|N
Φd(z, c),
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where the dynatomic polynomial
Φd(z, c) =
∏
m|d
(φmc (z)− z)µ(d/m).
With a little bit of effort we can show that Φd(z, c) belongs to Z[z, c], and that
all N -periodic of φc are roots of the polynomial equation ΦN (z, c) = 0 (but not
necessarily the converse—Φd(z, c) might still contain roots with exact period smaller
than N).
The polynomial equation ΦN (z, c) defines an algebraic curve in the (z, c)-plane.
Denote the normalization of this curve by C1(N). Observe that the map φc per-
mutes N -cycles, so the map σ : (z, c) 7→ (φc(z), c) is an automorphism of the
curve C1(N), and it generates a group 〈σ〉 of order N . Take the quotient curve
C1(N)/ 〈σ〉, and denote the normalization of the quotient curve by C0(N). Note
that for a given number field K, the K-points on C0(N) do not necessarily corre-
spond to K-points on C1(N); rather, they correspond to Gal(K/K)-stable orbits
on C1(N).
From the above discussions, the study of periodic points of exact period N in
a number field K (where we also require that c ∈ K) reduces to the study of K-
points on the curves C1(N) and C0(N). K-points on C1(N) correspond directly,
with finitely many exceptions due to removal of singularities, to pairs (z, φc) of a
point z ∈ K and a map φc(z) = z2 + c with c ∈ K such that z is a periodic point
of period N (not necessarily exact) of φc. K-points on C0(N) correspond, with
finitely many exceptions, to pairs (O, φc) of a Gal(K/K)-stable orbit O of size N
and a map φc(z) = z
2 + c with c ∈ K; obviously these include all (O, φc) pairs
where elements of O are strictly contained in K, and hence contain full information
about periodic points in K.
4. Implications of the Galois conjecture
In this section, we discuss the implications of Conjecture 2.2 in the special case
of d = 2, i.e., when K is quadratic, in which we are most interested. In this
case, K is automatically Galois, so the conjecture can be applied unconditionally.
Also, |Gal(K/Q)| = 2, where the only nontrivial element is usual conjugation, so
Conjecture 2.2 implies that there is some m ∈ Z/gZ such that zm·N
g
= z0.
If N is odd, then gcd(N, d) = 1, so we have z0 = z0, i.e., z0 is rational. Con-
sequently the entire cycle lies within Q, so we can reduce the problem of finding
quadratic N -periodic points to that of finding rational N -cycles, which is a much
more approachable problem (the problem of finding rational points on curves is
studied extensively in the literature, whereas that of finding points within qua-
dratic fields is relatively obscure).
In particular, for N = 5, Flynn, Poonen, and Schaefer [3] showed that there
are no rational 5-cycles, so we may conclude that there are no quadratic 5-periodic
points either.
Corollary 4.1. If Conjecture 2.2 holds, then there are no rational c such that
φc(z) = z
2 + c has a 5-periodic point in Qquad.
In fact, in Section 5 we will give an independent proof of the finiteness of the
total number of c’s that admit such 5-cycles, and again conjecture that there are
none based on empirical observations.
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On the other hand, If N is even, then gcd(N, d) = 2, and we have either z0 = z0,
in which case the entire cycle lies within Q; or z0 = zN
2
, in which case z0 + zN
2
is rational, and consequently the trace z0 + z1 + · · · + zN−1 =
∑N
2
−1
j=0 (zj + zj+N
2
)
is rational. Either case, the point on C0(N) that corresponds to c and the orbit
(z0, . . . , zN−1) is a rational point, so the problem of finding quadratic periodic
points of exact period N is reduced to that of studying rational points on C0(N).
This is again considerably easier.
In particular, for N = 6, since the rational points on C0(6) are already fully un-
derstood thanks to Stoll’s work [14] (conditional on the weak Birch and Swinnerton-
Dyer conjecture on the Jacobian of C0(6)), we can show by exhaustion that the only
quadratic 6-cycle is defined over Q(
√
33), with c = − 7148 and
(1) z0 = −1 +
√
33
12
, z1 = −1
4
−
√
33
6
, z2 = −1
2
+
√
33
12
, z3 = z0, z4 = z1, z5 = z2.
Therefore, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Let J be the Jacobian of C0(6). If
(i) The L-series L(J, s) extends to an entire function and satisfies the standard
functional equation;
(ii) The weak Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture is valid for J ; and
(iii) Conjecture 2.2 holds,
then the only rational c such that φc(z) = z
2 + c has a 6-periodic point in Qquad is
− 7148 , and its corresponding periodic points are z0, . . . , z5 as defined in (1).
In summary, if Conjecture 2.2 is confirmed, then it reduces all cases of finding
quadratic N -periodic points to finding rational points on C0(N), which is signifi-
cantly easier than finding points in quadratic extensions. In particular, for N small
where we have a good understanding of C0(N), this leads to very precise results.
5. Another approach to the period 5 case
In the previous section, we argued that if we assume Conjecture 2.2 (which is a
sweeping conjecture that applies to all values of N), then there are no quadratic
periodic points of period 5 (Corollary 4.1). In this section, we use an entirely
different approach in pursuit of proving Conjecture 1.4 without the assumption of
Conjecture 2.2 as done in Corollary 4.1. We work on a curve CP characterizing
5-cycles in Qq using information from C0(5) and search for the number of quadratic
polynomials φc(z) = z
2 + c with quadratic 5-periodic points. We provide evidence
that we find all such points and ultimately suggest an application of the method of
Chabauty and Coleman for further progress.
Flynn, Poonen, and Schaefer showed in [3] that C0(5), which has genus 2, is
birationally equivalent to the hyperelliptic curve
(2) y2 = f(x) = x6 + 8x5 + 22x4 + 22x3 + 5x2 + 6x+ 1,
where the original c is given in terms of x and y by
(3) c =
g(x)
2(P0(x) − P1(x)y) =
P0(x) + P1(x)y
h(x)
,
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where g, h, P0, P1 ∈ Z[x] are
g(x) = 8x6 + 74x5 + 271x4 + 452x3 + 325x2 + 110x+ 64,(4a)
h(x) = 8x2(x+ 3)2,(4b)
P0(x) = −x6 − 10x5 − 46x4 − 104x3 − 95x2 − 24x− 9,(4c)
P1(x) = x
3 + 6x2 + 3x− 9.(4d)
We prove the following well-known result with the above model by reducing
quadratic points to rational points on a new curve.
Eliminating y from (2) and (3), we get
(c · h(x)− P0(x))2 = P1(x)2y2 = P1(x)2f(x),
i.e., the variable x satisfies the polynomial equation
[(c · h− P0)2 − P 21 f ](x) = 0.
We are only looking for x ∈ Qquad,2 so x satisfies a quadratic equation
x2 + ax+ b = 0.
for some rational coefficients a and b. Having obtained two polynomial equations
in x, we may divide (c · h− P0)2 − P 21 f by x2 + ax+ b using long division, and the
remainder must be zero. We may compute that the remainder is
λ1(a, b, c)x+ λ0(a, b, c),
where λ1 and λ0 are polynomials in a, b and c with integer coefficients, given by
3
λ1(a, b, c) = 16(a− 3)(2b− a(a− 3))c2 − 4(a5 − 10a4 − 4a3b+ 46a3 + 30a2b+
3ab2 − 104a2 − 92ab− 10b2 + 95a+ 104b− 24)c− (8a5 − 74a4 − 32a3b+
271a3 + 222a2b+ 24ab2 − 452a2 − 542ab− 74b2 + 325a+ 452b− 110),
and
λ0(a, b, c) = 16b(b− (a− 3)2)c2 − 4(a4b− 10a3b− 3a2b2 + 46a2b+
20ab2 + b3 − 104ab− 46b2 + 95b− 9)c− (8a4b− 74a3b− 24a2b2+
271a2b+ 148ab2 + 8b3 − 452ab− 271b2 + 325b− 64).
Note that a, b and c are rational numbers, so λ1(a, b, c) and λ0(a, b, c) are both
rational-valued, and hence from
λ1(a, b, c)x+ λ0(a, b, c) = 0
we conclude that either x is rational, or both λ1 and λ0 are zero. Thanks to [3],
we already fully understand the case where x is rational (in which case there are
no corresponding periodic points in Qquad—the corresponding points are either at
infinity or are quintic over Q). Therefore, we only consider x ∈ Qquad \Q, in which
case
λ1(a, b, c) = λ0(a, b, c) = 0.
2Recall that we are seeking z ∈ Qquad and c ∈ Q. On C0(5) = C1(5)/ 〈σ〉, whose points
correspond to pairs (O, φc), each orbit O is represented by its trace τ = z + φc(z) + · · ·+ φ4c(z),
which is in the same quadratic extension as z. The series of change of coordinates from (τ, c) to
(x, y) involves only arithmetic operations, so the resulting x and y are still in the same quadratic
extension as τ . In particular, we have x ∈ Qquad. See [3] for details.
3This and all subsequent computations in this proof can be found in our source code repository
[16] as computational/mma/abc.m.
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Observe that c is a common root to λ1 and λ0, so the resultant of λ1 and λ0 with
respect to c is zero. Depending on the degrees of λ1 and λ0 in c, we have three
cases.
Case 1. The leading coefficient of λ1(a, b, c) (considered as a single variable poly-
nomial in c) vanishes. This happens when
16(a− 3)(2b− a(a− 3)) = 0,
i.e., either a = 3, or b = a(a− 3)/2, or both.
If a = 3, substituting a = 3 into λ1 = λ2 = 0 we get two polynomial equations
in b and c. Taking the resultant of the two with respect to c, we get
−96b7 − 1264b5 − 4256b5 + 32b4 + 13248b3 + 37632b2 + 92160b = 0,
which has only one rational root b = 0. However, λ1(3, 0, c) ≡ −64 6= 0, a contra-
diction.
If b = a(a−3)/2, substituting this into λ1 = λ2 = 0 we get two polynomials equa-
tions in a and c. We can again reduce them to a single variable polynomial equation
by taking the resultant, and easily derive a contradiction through exhaustion.
Case 2. The leading coefficient of λ0(a, b, c) (considered as a single variable poly-
nomial in c) vanishes. This happens when
16b(b− (a− 3)2) = 0,
i.e., either b = 0 or b = (a − 3)2. Similar to Case 1, it is again a finite calculation
to show that no rational values a, b, and c work in this case.
Case 3. Both of the leading coefficients of λ1(a, b, c) and λ0(a, b, c) (considered
as single variable polynomials in c) are non-vanishing, i.e., both λ1(a, b, c) and
λ0(a, b, c) are quadratic in c. In this case, we compute the resultant of λ1 and λ0
with respect to c directly (using Mathematica), which turns out to be a polynomial
in Z[a, b]. Denote this polynomial by P (a, b).4 Our problem reduces to finding
rational points (a, b) on the curve CP defined by P (a, b).
Remark 5.1. A computation in Sage shows that the normalization of the curve CP
has genus 11. Therefore, the number of rational points on this curve is finite by
Faltings’s Theorem on the Mordell Conjecture. For each rational point (a, b), the
rational value c satisfies the polynomial equations λ1(a, b, c) = λ0(a, b, c) = 0, so
the total number of c is also finite. Hence we have given another demonstration of
Propostion 1.5.
Since the finiteness of the number of rational c such that φc has quadratic 5-
periodic points is already known, the natural next step is to find the precise number
of such c ∈ Q. However, we had already found by Corollary 4.1 that there are no
such c if Conjecture 2.2 holds. Furthermore, a computational search for such c was
unfruitful and provides further support that there are no rational c such that φc has
quadratic 5-periodic points. Here, we restate the corollary as a conjecture without
the conjectural hypothesis.
Conjecture 5.2 (Restatement of Conjecture 1.4). There are no rational values c
such that φc(z) = z
2 + c has a 5-periodic point in Qquad.
4The polynomial P (a, b) is very complicated: its degree in a is 8, and its degree in b is 9.
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One promising approach to this conjecture is the study of the rational points on
the curve CP defined by P (a, b), the resultant of λ1 and λ2, as given above. A full
understanding of the rational points of this curve will give complete information of
the possible values of c.
Computationally, we found 5 affine rational points (3, 0), (0, 0), (4, 13 ), (1,
8
3 ) and
(6, 9) on CP with small heights.
5 It appears that these 5 affine rational points might
be the only ones on the curve and they do not correspond to φc with 5-periodic
points. Thus, proving that these are the only affine rational points on CP will prove
Conjecture 5.2.
An application of Chabauty and Coleman’s method [1] to bound the number of
rational points on CP may be fruitful, but the bound that can be obtained from
this method is estimated to be at least 50. This bound would be too large for
demonstrating the nonexistence of rational points on CP outside of the 11 rational
points that we have already found. A clever refinement, such as the technique used
in [3], would be needed for any progress.
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